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synPHARM tutorial

http://synpharm.guidetopharmacology.org/

A database of ligand-responsive protein sequences derived 
from the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to PHARMACOLOGY (GtoPdb) 

and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

For further help with using synPHARM please email 
enquiries@guidetopharmacology.org
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synPHARM home page

Navigation menu

Links to a list 
of all sequences

Summary of 
protein 
classes 

represented by 
sequences

Links to a list 
of all ligands

Summary of 
ligand

classes 
represented

Background 
information 
and help 

Further 
information 
on GtoPdb

Search for ligands and 
protein sequences
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Further information and help

Full help documentation

Detailed data statistics

Introduction to synPHARM
and the IUPHAR/BPS 

Guide to PHARMACOLOGY
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About synPHARM

Find out more about GtoPdb here

Find out more about the RCSB PDB here

http://www.guidetopharmacology.org/about.jsp
https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/static.do?p=general_information/about_pdb/index.html
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Data content and statistics

Proportion of sequences by target type

Examples of charts and 
statistics available on the 
Data and Statistics page 
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Search synPHARM

You can search for ligands 
or targets by name

Click here for more ligand options (see page 5)

Click here for more target options (see page 6)
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Search by chemical property 
or ligand class

Limit to approved drugs only
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Search by binding sequence property 
or target class

Search by exact* sequence
(for BLAST searches try 
GtoPdb’s BLAST feature)

*Note this will only match sequences stored in synPHARM, i.e. sequences extracted from PDB entries, which may often 
differ from the native protein sequence (the N and C termini can be truncated and sometimes residues differ or are undefined)

Limit to targets interacting 
with approved drugs

http://www.guidetopharmacology.org/blast/
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Sequence list

Approved drugs = sequences responding to approved drugs
Short = sequences <100 residues in length
Long = sequences >= 100 residues in length
Small proportional length = sequences <30% of original chain length

Sort list by clicking 
on column headers

Filter list by clicking 
on tabs at the top
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Sequence example

Links to the synPHARM ligand page, 
and to the GtoPdb target page 

for more data on this target 

Rotatable, scalable 
3D image of the 

interaction structure 

The binding sequence, 
with contact residues 

in bold. 
Expand the sequence 
using the buttons belowDetails of the PDB 

structure the 
sequence came from, 

and a link to the 
RCSB PDB

Interaction details: affinity data from GtoPdb; 
proportional sequence length: length of the binding 

sequence compared with the length of the chain;
contact ratio: ratio of internal contacts to external 

contacts (higher ratio = more ‘domain-like’ 
and more likely sequence would fold independently)
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Sequence example continued

Residue distance matrix with 
sequence shown as a dotted line.

Green = nearby residues 
Red = distant residues

Gives an indication of sequence 
‘globularity’ - if area within dotted line 

is greener than surrounding area,
 the sequence is compact.

White regions indicate residues were 
missing in the PDB file.

Feature viewer showing the
 location of binding residues and 
secondary structure elements, 

and a measure of hydrophobicity, 
along the sequence.

Zoom in by holding the left mouse
 button and dragging over the sequence. 
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Ligand list

Approved = ligands approved for use as drugs by a regulatory body
Synthetic organic = low molecular weight synthetic or semi-synthetic compounds
Metabolite = non-peptidic, biogenic compounds produced by animal life processes, e.g. hormones
Natural product = non-peptidic, biogenic compounds derived from other living organisms
Peptide = synthetic, semi-synthetic and natural peptides
Inorganic = ions and other inorganic compounds 
Antibody = experimental and therapeutic monoclonal antibodies

Filter list by ligand type 
by clicking on tabs 

Sort list by clicking 
on column headers 
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Ligand example

Links to other resources with 
further data on this ligand.

The GtoPdb ligand page contains 
a more extensive set of out-links.

2D image of the 
ligand structure 

Calculated 
molecular 
properties 

(for definitions 
see GtoPdb help)

Ligand class and 
drug approval status

Sequences this ligand binds
 to in synPHARM 

(click on the link to go 
to the sequence page)

http://www.guidetopharmacology.org/GRAC/helpPagePopup.jsp#ligProperties
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